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McKenzie, Tenn. 
12-10-67, 

Mr. Robert F. Kennedy, 
Senator, 

Robert, first off, i will not, i repeat, i will not, talk to anyone, 
other than you, or, Jim Garrison, of New Orleans, about this, ~ 

And before i reveal this much, to you, ill say 
this, . 

if you ans. this you may send your reply as of this 
way, . 

General Del, Nashville, Tenn, 

Robert, Lee Harvey Oswald did not kill your Bro, 
in Dallas Tex. And for your information a 45 cal, Bullet. has 
been found that was in said murder, 

So now, its my firm belief that i do know, who hired 
your Bro. Killed, and why it was done, . 

. ill also say its obvious that oswald knew about the 
matter, is the way the Dallas Police, actually 1¢ Id Jack Ruby, kill 
Oswald, . 

further more for your information, ill say this 

Robert, there was 2 People, that hired your Bro. 
killed, 7 

its further my belief, that at least one woman fired a shot, 

You see a woman would be the least suspected in or 
on an occasion like that, i suppose you Know that | more than one shot 
was fired and’ hit John, 
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You also realize a firearm is made so a muzzell can 

be put on it. And if its a good muzzell the shot just cannot be heard ~ - 

a foot away, And with cars, motor cicles & etc. making noise, and 

in my belief, or (that occasion) a little extra noise could of been 

ordered, . oo 

  

. . Even though, i dont believe the shots came from more 

4 than 50 feet away, if that far, one for sure fact, they (Did not) come 

es from the Bldg, Earl Warren, and the Police said they came from, 

only they said 1 Bullett, Will there was more than one Bullet hit John, 

i further suggest, at least one man hole, was fired 

from and also used to escape through, 

/s/ Thurman Pate, : 
General Delivery — 
Nashville, Tenn, 
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